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- We are proud that it was this camera overlooking the main
beach ranked among the top ten live streaming camera in
the world! These are the evaluation and ranking conducted
by leading experts in video technology from EarthCam, the
most precious, the most famous and influential world portal for
webcams!
NOVI VINODOLSKI - After an extremely favorable to a much
broader spectrum of local, regional and even national, echoed
the news on the listing of the top ten live streaming camera in
the world, and this is just one that shows the city beach with the
Novalja Hotel “Lisanj” about everything especially on modern
electronic capabilities presentation says Vladimir Butkovic,
director of the Tourist Board of Novi Vinodolski.
- The fact that we have, in collaboration with colleagues from
the agency LiveCamCroatia and from Hotel Lišanj locate this,
the last and most mentioned and told ranked camera, - said
Butkovic.
- We are proud that it was this camera overlooking the main
beach ranked among the top ten live streaming camera in the
world! These are the evaluation and ranking conducted by
leading experts in video technology from EarthCam, the most precious, the most famous and influential world portal for webcams!
Criteria for selection of the best views in the world, besides many technical features and image quality were the uniqueness of the
displayed frame, which is - as we learn - breathless members of the jury in EarthCam-in.
Said camera shows the said town to the main beach and a fascinating view on the peaks after the beach all the way to the northern
shores of the island. High ranking fourth in Novi Vinodolski has won the competition of ten thousand cameras in the world and the toplist of the top ten and overtook the Mediterranean destinations Greece and Spain!
Since these cameras in Novi Vinodolski were better rated only cameras in the United States and cameras with marine Sopot in
Poland - emphasizes Butkovic. Tourist Board of Novi Vinodolski investor in camera on the main beach in the four cameras in the City
of Novi Vinodolski which are set in cooperation with LiveCamCroatia, all the cameras can be found on the website of the Novi Tourist
Board (www.tz-new-vinodolski .com) .This award is unparalleled worldwide promotion of the City of Novi Vinodolski and invaluable
presentation Novalja’s tourism but the whole Croatian tourism and the hotel and tourism activities and the economy in this area in the
Republic of Croatia, - said Vladimir Butkovic, director of the Tourist Board of Novi Vinodolski occasion exceptionally favorable echo
“camera view” quality score of one of the camera which was visited portals on 15 thousand visitors in the past four days, while the
remaining four cameras in the past year recorded exceptional 500 thousand visits! end of text
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